Abstract. Let F be a field of prime characteristic p containing F p n as a subfield. We refer to q(X) = X p n − X − a ∈ F [X] as a generalized ArtinSchreier polynomial. Suppose that q(X) is irreducible and let C q(X) be the companion matrix of q(X). Then ad C q(X) has such highly unusual properties that any A ∈ gl(m) such that ad A has like properties is shown to be similar to the companion matrix of an irreducible generalized Artin-Schreier polynomial.
Introduction
Let F be an arbitrary field and let M m (F ) the associative algebra of all m × m matrices over F . This becomes a Lie algebra, denoted by gl(m, F ) or simply gl(m), under the usual bracket [A, B] = AB − BA. Each A ∈ gl(m) gives rise to the linear map ad A : gl(m) → gl(m), given by B → [A, B] .
If F has prime characteristic p and q(X) = X p − X − a ∈ F [X] is an irreducible Artin-Schreier polynomial with companion matrix C q ∈ gl(p), it is not difficult to verify that:
• All eigenvalues of ad C q are in F ;
• The eigenvalues of ad C q form a subfield of F ;
• The centralizer of C q is a subfield of M p (F );
• All eigenvectors of ad C q are invertible in M p (F );
• All eigenspaces of ad C q have the same dimension;
• ad C q is diagonalizable with minimal polynomial X p − X. We wish to find all matrices A ∈ gl(m) such that ad A : gl(m) → gl(m) has like properties.
Theorem 1.1. Let F be a field and let A ∈ gl(m, F ). Then (C1) All eigenvalues of ad A are in F , (C2) The eigenvalues of ad A form a subfield of F , (C3) The centralizer of A is a subfield of M m (F ), if and only if (C4) F has prime characteristic p,
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(C5) A is similar to the companion matrix of a monic irreducible polynomial h ∈ F [X] of degree m, (C6) If q ∈ F [X] is the separable part of h, i.e., h(X) = q(X p e ), e ≥ 0, and q is separable, then q = X p n − X − a, where a ∈ F , n ≥ 1, and F p n is a subfield of F . Moreover, if (C4)-(C6) hold then: q is irreducible; the subfield of F formed by the eigenvalues of ad A is precisely F p n ; all eigenvectors of ad A are invertible in M m (F ); all eigenspaces of ad A have dimension p n+e ; ad A is diagonalizable if and only if h itself is separable; the invariant factors of ad A are The most challenging part of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is to find the invariant factors of ad A, as this is depends on the solution to the following problem.
Let L = x be a 1-dimensional Lie algebra over a field F and let V and W be indecomposable L-modules of respective dimensions n and m upon which x acts with at least one eigenvalue from F . Question. How does the L-module V ⊗ W decompose as the direct sum of indecomposable L-modules?
When F has characteristic 0 we may derive an answer from the Clebsch-Gordan formula by imbedding L into sl(2). A direct computation in the complex case already appeared in [Ro] in 1934. The results in characteristic 0 fail, in general, in prime characteristic p, which is the case we require. The analogue problem for a cyclic p-group when F has prime characteristic p was solved by B. Srinivasan [S] . Her solution is of an algorithmic nature. Since then several algorithms have appeared. We mention [Ra] , [Re] and, most recently, [I] , although the literature is quite vast on this subject. For information on the decomposition of the exterior and symmetric squares of an indecomposable module of a cyclic p-group in prime characteristic p see [GL] . What we need to be able to compute the invariant factors of ad A in Theorem 1.1 is a closed formula for the decomposition of the L-module V ⊗ W when n ≤ m = p e , e ≥ 0. This is achieved in §3. In §5 we give an application to Galois theory of the polynomials appearing in Theorem 1.1. Let F be a field of prime characteristic p containing F p n as a subfield and suppose that q(X) = X p n − X − a ∈ F [X] is irreducible. Let K/F be the corresponding Galois extension. Here K = F [α], where α ∈ K is a root of q(X). Given an arbitrary intermediate field E of K/F we find a primitive element α E such that E = F [α E ]. We actually give a recursive formula to write α E as a polynomial in α with coefficients in F p n . This is achieved by means of the so-called Dickson invariants, discovered by L. E. Dickson [D] in 1911.
Finally, in §6 we discuss the actual existence of irreducible polynomials q(X) = X p n − X − a ∈ F [X], with F as in the previous paragraph. As explained in §5, if n > 1 and q(X) is irreducible then a must be transcendental over F p . This fact, together with the more general polynomials q(X p e ) considered in Theorem 1.1, lead us to study the irreducibility of polynomials of the form
where X and Z are algebraically independent elements over an arbitrary field K of prime characteristic p, n > 0, r > 0, e ≥ 0, F = K(Z), and g(Z) ∈ K[Z] is a nonzero polynomial of degree relatively prime to p. Using results from [MS] and [G] , we obtain in §6 necessary and sufficient conditions for the irreducibility of h(X).
In particular,
is irreducible for any n > 0, r > 0 and non-zero g ∈ K[Z] whose degree relatively prime to p. This limitation on deg(g) is needed, as the example
Eigenvalues
Let F be a field. For A ∈ M m (F ) let χ A and µ A denote the characteristic and minimal polynomials of A. If b ∈ F is an eigenvalue of A we write E b (A) for the corresponding eigenspace. If B ∈ M m (F ) we write A ∼ B whenever A and B are similar. The companion matrix to a monic polynomial g ∈ F [X] of degree m will be denoted by C g . Proof. If A is similar to the companion matrix of a monic polynomial of degree m -necessarily µ A -it is well-known [J] 
Assume that C is a field. Then K = F [A] is a field, so µ A is irreducible and V is a vector space over K. As such,
, whence A is similar to the companion matrix of µ A .
Lemma 2.2. Let A ∈ gl(m) and let K be a splitting field of µ A over F . Then µ ad A splits over K. Moreover, if S A and S ad A denote the sets of eigenvalues of A and ad A in K, respectively, then
Proof. According to [H] Lemma 2.3. Let A ∈ gl(m) and suppose that the centralizer C of A is a subfield of M m (F ). Suppose further that ad A has at least one non-zero eigenvalue b ∈ F . Then F has prime characteristic p, every b-eigenvector of ad A is invertible in M m (F ), and E b (ad A) has the same dimension as C = E 0 (ad A).
Proof. Let K be a splitting field for µ A over F . By Lemma 2.2 and assumption, there are eigenvalues α, β ∈ K of A such that α = β + b for some b ∈ F . By Lemma 2.1, µ A is irreducible. By [J] , Theorem 4.4, there is an automorphism of
F must have prime characteristic p. Alternatively, µ A (X) and µ A (X + b) have a common root β. Since they are irreducible in F [X], they must be equal. It follows that µ A (X) = µ A (X + ib), and hence α + ib is a root of µ A (X), for every i in the prime field of F . This forces the prime field of F to be finite. Now X ∈ E b (ad A) if and only if
(2.1)
On the other hand, C µA(X+b) and C µA(X+b) + bI generate the same subalgebra, so their minimal polynomials have the same degree. Since, clearly, µ A (X) annihilates C µA(X+b) + bI, it follows that µ A (X) is the minimal polynomial of C µA(X+b) + bI. But µ A (X) has degree m, so C µA(X) ∼ C µA(X+b) + bI. All in all, we deduce that A ∼ A + bI. Thus, there is S ∈ GL m (F ) such that A + bI = SAS −1 . Replacing this in (2.1), yields
Since A is cyclic, this equivalent, by [J] ,
is a field, so the result follows.
We digress here to take another look at the fact, used above, that
This holds for any f ∈ F [X] and b ∈ F . The interesting point here is that we can choose a similarity transformation realizing (2.2) that is completely independent of f , i.e., the same transformation works for all f .
Proof. Let S ∈ GL m (F ) have diagonal entries 1, first superdiagonal entries b, second superdiagonal entries b 2 , and so on. For instance, if m = 4 then
We claim that (2.3) holds. Why is this true? It is a simple matrix calculation, but there is no need to calculate anything. Indeed, it is obvious that e 1 , the first canonical vector of the column space F m , is a cyclic vector for B = C f (X+b) + bI. As seen the proof of Lemma 2.3, the minimal polynomial of B must be f (X). Therefore, relative to the basis e 1 , Be 1 , . . . , B m−1 e 1 the matrix of the linear transformation that B represents in the canonical basis will be exactly C f (X) . If the columns of T ∈ GL m (F ) are formed by e 1 , Be 1 , . . . , B m−1 e 1 , this says that
But e 1 , Be 1 , . . . , B m−1 e 1 are exactly the columns S, so S = T .
A more general result than (2.2) is [GS] , Proposition 2.4:
, where f is monic of degree m ≥ 1, and g has degree d ≥ 1 and leading coefficient a. Then
We leave it to the reader to determine if, in analogy with Lemma 2.4, it is possible to choose a similarity transformation that depends on only g and not on f .
Decomposition numbers
Let F be a field and let L = x be a 1-dimensional Lie algebra over F . Let V be an L-module of dimension n and let x V be the linear operator that x induces on V . Suppose that x V has at least one eigenvalue in F and that V is an indecomposable L-module. This means that there is a basis B of V relative to which the matrix M B (x V ) of x V is the upper triangular Jordan block J n (α), where α ∈ F is the only eigenvalue of x V .
Suppose next that W is an indecomposable L-module of dimension m and that x W has eigenvalue β ∈ F . As above, there is a basis C of W relative to which
As usual, we may view V ⊗ W as an L-module via
Let x V ⊗W be the linear operator that x induces on V ⊗ W . It is easy to see that the minimal polynomial of x V ⊗W splits in F and a single eigenvalue, namely α + β. This follows from the well-known formula:
That is, what is the length ℓ of V ⊗ W and what are the decomposition numbers
Replacing x V by x V − α · 1, x W by x W − β · 1, and x V ⊗W by x V ⊗W − (α + β) · 1, we see that ℓ and the decomposition numbers d 1 ≥ · · · ≥ d ℓ are independent of α and β, and can be computed when α = 0 = β.
When F has characteristic 0 and n ≤ m then ℓ = n, with decomposition numbers
This can obtained by imbedding L into sl(2) and using the Clebsch-Gordan formula [H] , §22.5. These decomposition numbers are used in [CS] to classify all uniserial modules for a class of solvable Lie algebras. The analogue of Question 3.1 for a cyclic p-group and F of prime characteristic p was solved by B. Srinivasan [S] . The answer is given recursively, rather than as a closed formula. Alternative algorithms can be found in [Ra] and [Re] . Presumably, Srinivasan's results translate to our present set-up mutatis mutandis.
This section furnishes a closed formula in answer to Question 3.1, albeit only in the special case m = p e , where F has prime characteristic p and e ≥ 0, as required in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Proof. Suppose i, j, N ≥ 0 satisfy i + j = N . Let v p (a) denote the number of times that p divides a given integer a = 0. Then
Indeed, according to the well-know formula [V] , chapter 2:
On the other hand, if a, b are real numbers then
with equality if and only if {a} + {b} < 1,
. This proves (3.2). In the special case N = p e and 0 < i, j < p e , where i + j = p e , we have {i/p e } + {j/p e } = i/p e + j/p e = 1, so the result follows.
Proposition 3.3. Let F be a field of prime characteristic p and let e ≥ 0. Let L = x be a 1-dimensional Lie algebra over F . Let V and W be indecomposable L-modules of dimensions n and p e , respectively, where n ≤ p e . Suppose that x has eigenvalues α, β ∈ F when acting on V and W , respectively. Then the L-module V ⊗ W decomposes as the direct sum of n isomorphic indecomposable L-modules, each of which has dimension p e and is acted upon by x with a single eigenvalue α + β. In symbols, ℓ = n and
Proof. As mentioned above, we may assume without loss of generality that α = 0 and β = 0, and we will do so, mainly for simplicity of notation. For the same reason, we let m = p e . Let B = {v 1 , . . . , v n } and C = {w 1 , . . . , w m } be bases of V and W relative to which M B (x V ) = J n (0) and M C (x W ) = J m (0).
Since n ≤ m, we have x We wish to show that M has elementary divisors X m , . . . , X m , with multiplicity n. It follows from (3.1) that
Let N 1 be the F [X]-submodule of M generated by v 1 ⊗ w m . Then N 1 has a single elementary divisor, namely X m . Suppose that 1 ≤ i < n and the F [X]-submodule of M , say N i , generated by v 1 ⊗w m , . . . , v i ⊗w m has elementary divisors X m , . . . , X m , with multiplicity i. Using (3.1) we see that v i+1 ⊗ w 1 appears in x m−1 (v i+1 ⊗ w m ) with coefficient 1. Since v i+1 ⊗w 1 / ∈ N i , the minimal polynomial of the vector v i+1 ⊗w m +N i ∈ M/N i is X m . The theory of finitely generated modules over a principal ideal domain implies that the F [X]-submodule of M generated by v 1 ⊗ w m , . . . , v i ⊗ w m , v i+1 ⊗ x m has elementary divisors X m , . . . , X m , with multiplicity i+1. The result now follows.
Note 3.4.
Unlike what happens in characteristic 0, the decomposition of V ⊗W for L is not, in general, the same as for sl(2). Indeed, suppose F has characteristic 2 and let V = W be the natural module for sl(2). Then V ⊗ W is an indecomposable sl(2)-module, but decomposes as the direct sum of two indecomposable L-modules for L = x , where x, h, y is the standard basis of sl(2).
Resuming our prior discussion, let F be a field and let L = x be a 1-dimensional Lie algebra over F . Let V 1 , . . . , V s be L-modules with bases B 1 , . . . , B s relative to which M Bi (x Vi ) = J mi (α i ), where 1 ≤ i ≤ s and α i ∈ F . Consider the L-module V = V 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ V s . We may view gl(V ) as an L-module via:
Thus x acts on gl(V ) via ad x V . By Lemma 2.2, the eigenvalues of ad x V are α i −α j , where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s. We can view gl(V ) as the direct sum of the L-submodules
j is an indecomposable L-module upon which x acts with eigenvalue −α j . It is then clear that the generalized eigenspace of ad x V for a given eigenvalue γ is the sum of all Hom(V j , V i ) such that α i − α j = γ.
Corollary 3.5. Keep the above notation and suppose, further, that F has prime characteristic p and all L-modules V i have the same dimension p e , for some e ≥ 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1
Suppose conditions (C4)-(C6) hold. Then q is irreducible, since so is h. Let K be a splitting field for h over F . Since q is separable, the number of distinct roots of h in K is exactly p n . Let β ∈ K be a root of h. The β + b is a root of h for every b ∈ F p n . Indeed, since b
It follows that β + b, b ∈ F p n , are the distinct roots of h in K, each repeated p e times. By Lemma 2.2, µ ad A splits in K and the set of eigenvalues of ad A is precisely F p n . Moreover, by Lemma 2.1, the centralizer of A is a subfield of M m (F ). In particular, conditions (C1)-(C3) hold.
Furthermore, by Lemma 2.3, all eigenvectors of ad A are invertible in M m (F ) and all eigenspaces of ad A have dimension p n+e . Thus, the sum of the dimensions of all eigenspaces of ad A is p 2n+e . This equals the dimension of gl(m), namely m 2 = p 2(n+e) , if and only if e = 0. Therefore, ad A is diagonalizable if and only if h is separable.
Regardless of whether e = 0 or not, we claim that the invariant factors of ad A are X p n+e − X p e , . . . , X p n+e − X p e , with multiplicity p n+e . For this purpose, we may assume without loss of generality that F = K. Hence µ ad A splits in F , by Lemma 2.2. Thus A is similar to the direct sum of the companion matrices to X p e − β p e = (X − β) p e , as β runs through the p n distinct roots of h in F . Hence, we may assume without loss of generality that A is the direct sum of the p n Jordan blocks J p e (β), with β as above. Now, the eigenvalues of ad A form the subfield F p n of F . Moreover, for each b ∈ F p n , we have
It follows from Corollary 3.5 that the elementary divisors of ad A are (X − b)
follows. Suppose conversely that (C1)- (C3) hold. Since the eigenvalues of ad A form a subfield of F , we see that ad A has a non-zero eigenvalue in F . It follows from Lemma 2.3 that (C4) holds. Since the centralizer of A is a subfield of M m (F ), Lemma 2.1 shows that (C5) holds.
Let K be a splitting field for µ A over F . Let q be the separable part of µ A , so that µ A (X) = q(X p e ) for some e ≥ 0. Let F p n be the subfield of F formed by the roots of ad A ensured by (C3). Let β ∈ K be a root of µ A . It follows from Lemma 2.2 that the distinct roots of µ A in K are β + b, for all b ∈ F p n . Since µ A and its separable part must have the same number of distinct roots, we deduce that q has degree p n . Let α = β
Thus F [α] is a splitting field for q over F . Since q is separable, we deduce that F [α]/F is a finite Galois extension, whose Galois group we denote by G. We claim that α p n − α ∈ F . To see this, it suffices to show that α p n − α ∈ F is fixed by every σ ∈ G. Let σ ∈ G. Then σ(α) must be a root of q, so σ(α) = α + b for some b ∈ F p n . Therefore,
. Since these polynomials have the same degree and are monic, they must be equal. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Primitive elements of intermediate fields in a Galois extension
Let F be a field of prime characteristic p having F p n as a subfield and consider the generalized Artin-Schreier polynomial q = X p n − X − a ∈ F [X]. Let α be a root of q in a field extension of F . Then α + b, b ∈ F p n , are all roots of q. Indeed,
Thus F [α] is a splitting field for q over F . Moreover, all roots of q have the same degree over F , since F [α] = F [α + b] for any b ∈ F p n . Thus, all irreducible factors of q in F [X] have the same degree. Let G be the Galois group of F [α]/F . We claim that G is elementary abelian p-group. Indeed, let σ, τ ∈ G. Then σ(α) = α + b and τ (α) = α + c for some b, c ∈ F p n . Therefore σ p = 1 and στ = τ σ, as claimed. Since |G| = [F [α] : F ], which is the degree the minimal polynomial of α over F , we deduce that all irreducible factors of q in F [X] have degree p m for a unique 0 ≤ m ≤ n If a = 0 it is obvious that m = 0. If a = 0 and F = F p n then m = 1. More generally, if F algebraic over F p n and there is no b ∈ F such that q(b) = 0 then m = 1. Indeed, let f be the minimal polynomial of α over F and let p m be its degree. By assumption m > 0. Let E be the subfield of F obtained by adjoining a and the coefficients of f to F p n . Then f is irreducible and a factor of q in E[X]. By above, Gal(E[α]/E) is an elementary abelian group of order p m . Since E is a finite field, Gal(E[α]/E) is cyclic, so m = 1.
Assume henceforth that q is actually irreducible. Then K = F [α] is a splitting field for q over F and G = Gal(K/F ) is an elementary abelian p-group of order p n .
In particular, G has normal subgroups of all possible orders.
Suppose that m satisfies 0 ≤ m ≤ n. Let H be a subgroup of G of order p m . Then the fixed field
, the minimal polynomial µ α,E of α over E must have degree p m . In fact,
, it follows that all irreducible factors of q in E[X] have degree q m . In fact,
Since every σ ∈ G is of the form σ b for b ∈ F p n , it follows that α H is a monic polynomial in α of degree p m with coefficients in F p n . Since α has degree p n over F , the degree of α H over F is at least p n−m . But clearly α H ∈ E, where [E : F ] = p n−m . It follows that E = F [α H ]. As just noted, α H as an F p n -linear combination of powers of α. In fact, we may use the so-called Dickson invariants, found by L. E. Dickson [D] in 1911, to obtain a sharper result. These invariants have been revisited numerous times (see, for instance, [H2] and [St] ).
Consider the polynomial Φ m in the polynomial algebra F [A, B 1 , . . . , B m ], defined as follows: In certain special cases we actually have c 0 , . . . , c m−1 ∈ F p , in which case we will say that H has property P .
Let R be the subgroup of F In particular, α G = a. 
